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- 4,991,835 grade 1-6 primary students
- 4,769,692 grade 7-12 high school students
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- Encouraging students to learn by themselves
- Knowledge searched by modern media, additional to textbooks
- Nowadays primary children are more capable
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- Innovation used by everyone with WIFI internet
- Touch-screen tablets touched by pens or fingers
- Grade 1 primary students received tablet computers since 1st semester of 2012
- 32,053 public and private primary schools, 865,092 grade 1 primary students, 77 provinces
- 851,789 grade 7 high school students, 77 provinces
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- MOE, ICT Ministry, educational authorities, BMA, Demonstration Schools, special local administration cities
- Supplying tablet hardware, delivering, establishing maintenance and call centres, training teachers
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- Inserting contents of core subjects
  (Science, Math, Thai, English, Buddhism, History and Civics courses)
- Other subjects not taught by tablets
  (Physical Education, Handwrite and Music)
- Teacher training
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- Important not less than personnel development
- Invested a lot in installing WIFI throughout the country
- Free scheme
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- WIFI installed in big cities
- ADSL, access points established to disseminate WIFI with high speed and strong signals
- Satellite signals, servers being established in 40,000 schools, access points to link and disseminate WIFI
- Scheme accomplished in 2014, enhanced to other levels
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- Some teachers still refuse to use modern technologies
- The more training and introduction, the more understanding and flexibility
- Part of education policies, literacy campaigns, learning opportunities, no obstacles on location
- Trained teachers satisfied
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- Not only utilization in education but also satellite signals, televisions, and media
- 4 million people lacking educational opportunities, 13 million in education systems
- Able to search knowledge borderless and timeless by themselves
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- Educational institute administrators to support
- Teacher with intention
- Parents increasingly realize the importance
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- Well-being condition of people
- Access public services – Education, skill development, self-reliance
- Millennium Development Goals, Development Partnership
- Education and public health projects for neighbouring countries
- Thai Government and UNESCO efforts in literacy and ICT in education
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